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Today, Ellen DeGeneres and Portia de Rossi are perhaps the most iconic same-sex couple in Hollywood. This year, the show's host Ellen DeGeneres, an Emmy-winning actress and actress known for her roles in Arrested Development and Scandal, celebrated nine years of marriage. But it
took a long time to get where they are now. When DeGeneres and de Rossi first met socially, the two women felt connected. During her first interview as a married couple, de Rossi revealed to Oprah Winfrey that for her, it was actually love at first sight. I knew Ellen was alone when I first
laid eyes on her, but it took me three years to actually tell her how I felt to her because I was on Ellie McBean at the time and I didn't live as an openly gay person. I was closed and very, very afraid that if I talked about being gay, it would be the end of my career, so I wasn't going to date the
most famous lesbian in the world. This content is imported from YouTube. You can find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. A couple of years later, de Rossi fully realized the extent of her feelings during a photo shoot with
DeGeneres. I just went over to say hello to her and I couldn't believe it, but she turned around and it was like an arrow was shot in my heart, de Rossi recalled. I felt weak on my knees and I was amazed at how I felt, but then it took me about 10 months to get the courage to actually do
something about it. The stars began dating in December 2004. After the California Supreme Court overturned the ban on same-sex marriage in 2008, DeGeneres announced on her talk show that he and de Rossi were going to get married. This content is imported from YouTube. You can
find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. Initially, DeGeneres planned on surprising de Rossi with a private obligation ceremony during a joint birthday (both were born at the end of January), but the change in the law spark a
change in plans. Shortly thereafter, de Rossi debuted a dazzling Marquis-cut diamond engagement ring on the red carpet, and the pair discussed their upcoming wedding. This content is imported from Instagram. You can find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find
more information on your website. It was important for a couple to be legally married because, as DeGeneres explained to Oprah, anyone who is married knows that there is a difference. There's an anchor, there's security. I'll be with her until the day I die, and I know it. This content is
imported from Instagram. You can find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. Thus, on August 16, 2008, Said: I'm doing in front of only 19 friends and family members at their home in Los Angeles, both in custom zac posen
designs. Marriage Marriage not something we'll ever take for granted, de Rossi told People of the Big Day. What we get to do that means a lot. This content is imported from Instagram. You can find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your
website. In 2010, de Rossi officially changed her name to Portia Lee James DeGeneres. For professional purposes, of course, she still goes by her maiden name. I'm so grateful for the love of my life,' DeGeneres told People in her 2016 cover. Because not everyone thinks that. Not
everyone thinks he's the best friend. This content is imported from Instagram. You can find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. Portia and I keep saying to each other, We're so lucky, she continued. Sometimes he lies in bed at
night before I go to bed and I just say thank you to everyone out there. I got to a place where I really just settled. Really. I know I'm not going anywhere. She's not going anywhere. I'm not saying that the relationship took some time; I say in my life, it took a while to find this. I am so grateful
for the love of my life. Because not everyone finds it. Not everyone thinks he's the best friend. Both women often share cute snapshots of their lives and travel together, usually with sweet captions. I take a picture of Portia all the time because she's beautiful, DeGeneres said on her show.
But things weren't always easy for any woman. As a teenager, DeGeneres was sexually abused by her stepfather and then, after she came out, she was bullied and severely depressed. Meanwhile, de Rossi has struggled with eating disorders. Promoting her book on her battle, Unbearable
Lightness: A Story of Loss and Gain on The Ellen Show, an emotional de Rossi shared how her wife changed her life: I've changed so much since I met Ellen. I used to think that the way to be strong was to be tough, a way to be independent so that no one needed it. But it has taught me
that the more vulnerable you are and the softer you are and the more you allow people in your life and in your heart, the happier you are and the more valuable you are to other people. Ellen has completely changed the way I look at life. It made me not worry about what other people think.
I'm still working on it, I have to be honest. She taught me that who I am is perfectly good enough... that I shouldn't pretend to be someone other than who I am, and it was the most incredible gift she gave me that anyone can give anyone that they love. (YouTube) This content is imported
from YouTube. You can find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. The couple were open about their decision not to have children, with DeGeneres joking today that If I don't like the baby? And more seriously, seriously, In
Sunday Style, that entertainment industry can be difficult for children who need to share their parents with the world. Apparently the topic of children was discussed once after they had been together for four years, but we just decided that we like our conversations are not interrupted and our
furniture without sticky grape juice on it, said the owner. Instead, they are happy pet parents, even calling one puppy baby, so when people ask when they are going to have a baby, they can say: We do! This content is imported from Instagram. You can find the same content in a different
format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. The couple spends about as much time debunking divorce rumors as they field questions about starting a family. I don't know why they're doing this, DeGeneres said on Howard Stern's Sirius XM radio show in response to
such false headlines. We're kind of flattered. We really don't really part, we don't fight, we're madly in love, and I think it's boring. So what is their secret to a strong, successful marriage? We're just really good friends and we talk about everything and we never, ever lie to each other like even
the tiniest of lies, de Rossi told ET in an interview on the red carpet. And she's the only person I want to hang out with. She's just so awesome! She continued. Who wouldn't want to be with Ellen all the time? This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page
to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io watch out for the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily Newsletter! Remember the moment of truth when every rapper featured on MTV Cribs let the film crew
sphere out of their fridges? We've always loved seeing those beautifully built Cristal bottles. Well, when Architectural Digest stopped at the Beverly Hills abode of power couple Ellen DeGeneres and Portia de Rossi, they put their own spin on the fridge to reveal and peered inside the shoe
closet of these two well-heeled women. Although we've always felt that our closets talk about us more than we sometimes would like (especially when it was a particularly long week...), we've never seen a closet reflect a relationship so good. Cue awws for these sneakers and stilettos.
Photo: Architectural Digest. This one comes with obvious associations: brilliant and confident, she is a wealthy heiress in Shakespeare's play Merchant of Venice. In addition, when written differently, an expensive (and valued) German sports car. Exquisite choice for those who are looking
for unusual female nicknames. Christopher Polk/Getty Images Scandal fans were looking forward to hearing any new details of the upcoming season with season three finals back in April, and now they've finally got their wish. Desire. For Entertainment Weekly, Portia de Rossi will join the
ABC smash show for a multi-episode story arc during the fourth season of the series, which will premiere on September 25. De Rossi's wife and fellow Scandal fan, Ellen DeGeneres was actually the first to announce the news, taking to Twitter proudly to brag about the casting. So annoying
is when people brag on Twitter, which is why I didn't tweet that Portia just signed up to make a top secret arc on Scandal. Unfortunately, she wrote of her wife's new concert. The post was then retweeted by the show's creator Shonda Rhimes (also the mastermind of Grey's Anatomy.) of
course, in true scandal style, we don't know basically anything about the new role or how de Rossi's character will fit into the storyline. The arrested development star, for her part, has yet to comment or even confirm the news, but that obviously hasn't stopped scandal-devoted fans from
speculating on which she might play. Loyal viewers of the political drama will remember that last season ended with Olivia Pope (Kerry Washington) falling back into the arms of Jake (Scott Foley) and the two flying off into the sunset while her longtime gladiator, Harrison (Columbus Short),
is seemingly killed at the hands of her father (Joe Morton). Meanwhile, Fitz (Tony Goldwyn) was re-elected for another four years as President of the United States following the death of his son. After the finale, Rhimes confirmed to The Hollywood Reporter that Short Harrison's character
had indeed been killed, and that the fourth season would see Olivia and all her gladiators, especially Abby (Darby Stanchfield), trying to cope with his death. It also revealed that viewers will be surprised where Olivia and Jake end up, and that Dad's Dad will definitely return next season as
Army B-613 team. So where does de Rossi fit into all this? Some fans are hoping it will come as a new killer of the B-613. Given that Olivia's father is back in charge and that the B-613 is probably back on the rise because of this, it's certainly a plausible option - and a juicy one at that.
Another possibility may be that de Rossi plays a political figure or client in need of experience in solving Olivia's problems as a guest of Lisa Kudrow last season. While recent seasons have focused less on individual occasions on the Pope and Associates and more on cross-country
storylines, Rhimes said this season will return more to the show's original deal of the week format and de Rossi's character could be a good reintroduction to that. Either way, it's an exciting addition to Team Scandal, especially considering all the deaths last season. It could also help lift the
spirits of many scandal-plagued viewers left crushed after Rhimes' recent confirmation that the show won't go into last season 8. That means only four seasons after the upcoming one - plenty of time for a more satisfying, heart-stopping drama. From The Wall st. Cheat Leaf: Leaf: Leaf:
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